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Andrea explains that every family is expected to serve
their own wine when they have guests.
If they don’t make their own wine, they are seen as lazy.

Local hosts and voices that are referred to in the text:
Mihaela Efrim
Mircea Onica
Gigi Onica
Andrea from Pensuinea Vultureasa

This explains the vine growing in almost every single garden
we have passed during our visit.
We had a glass of fresh red wine at Mihaela’s house.
At Mirceas and Gigis house.
And at the Odaje.

When we returned to Mihaela’s house after a tour around
Brezoi and a nearby hill, we gathered on the roofed veranda
of her garden. The garden is an impressively well organised
piece of land with everything in the right place to grow, breed,
harvest, process, live, socialize, and to have a break and look
at the surrounding mountains. There was nothing too private
or too precious. Objects and constructions were practical, not
too imposing, but sturdy, made to last, and made to be used. We
had freshly opened Walnuts with the wine.
Serving and accommodating a group of around twenty during the field trip was done with such ease and elegance, that
it made me think what the differences are to what I normally
experience in similar situations.

At the Odaia, which we reached just as it started snow, a fire was made.
Forty or so sausages appeared from a rucksack, together with three bags of
sliced bread, some onions, back bacon and a bottle of Tsuica and one with
red wine together with some apples. Mircea had cut green sticks on the way
to stick the sausages on and grill them , his daughter sliced some timber with
an axe, a few pieces of wooden furniture were arranged around a low table,
and the situation pretty much organised itself.
There was enough food and enough drink for everyone, even though it was
twenty of us on a snowy January day , spending a few hours at this off grid
hill farm. At the end, all was packed back into the rucksacks, the benches
and stools got turned over again, and the fire was left to the snow flakes.

Later on, on the way back to Brezoi, the same 20 people, with their dirty
mountain boots, entered Mircea’s and Gigi’s house at the bottom of the hill.
Their house also sits in the middle of a garden, other outbuildings and
structures are placed in relation to how the land is used.
We were not allowed to take our shoes off. A big pot with mulled wine, with
some sliced apples, appears in the living room, which accommodated all of
us quite easily. It was a door free room, accessed directly from the entrance
hall, and it extended into a kind of porch on the other side. There was no
anxiety about not enough chairs or dirty carpets. The house felt very clearly
like a family home, but also like an open structure that could be appropriated
quite easily by and for a larger group.
In each private place where we were hosted, simple transformations opened
up the situation for us as visitors easily and efficiently.
The observation, that certain things are simpler or done in a more direct
way was a regular one. Simpler not in negative terms, but as a description of
something done in a direct way. Straight forward.
Structures and objects had a direct use, and you could feel that they – the
objects - were used to this. In design terms this straightforwardness, which
reflects a culture of making it yourselves in combination with economic aspects, also allows for things to be appropriated easily: for different functions
and by others.

Andrea told me about the food she preserves as the seasons
progress. Plums for yeast and Tsuica in August, apples in
September, tomatoes in October, etc. It didn’t sound too complicated, nor did she once complain about the amount of work
involved.
Later on she showed me her larder, a small extension at the
back of the house. There was again this directness. Cabbage
was literally put as is in a large blue barrel, salt and water
added, together with a dried dill plant that was picked just at
the start of blossom, and all was left to ferment. The same was
done with the green tomatoes and peppers and cucumbers.
Nothing of the rather laborious way of making conserves that
I was taught, which included sterilizing jars and rubber rings
and clamps, special pots for boiling the jars, and hours of anxiety to see if the jars would remain sealed.

I wondered if I had got used to too many things, that make making quite
complicated.

In all those settings it was important that there was “production”, and the
spaces were designed around different functions that were still alive. When
I think of my village, where on many farms the farm buildings have lost
their initial function, the spaces get filled with things and concerns about
aesthetics, which often results in extensive orderliness. Objects feel placed,
rather than in place. Moving the objects means disturbing the order.
Moving an object in place, means using them.
I’m not completely certain, but I think there is a link between productive
spaces and a reduction of privateness. The space is used to produce and
not to make private. The function is something general – like making wine
- and practiced by many. It is an individual activity but in common with
those of many. A productive space seems a more flexible space.
I’m noting these observation, because I think they might be linked to how
to re-use and activate the Odaias - not just as private retreats, but as part of
a local culture for working one’s land but also having it open to guests and
others.

Odaias are a regionally specific form of hillside farming, which
substitute and complement the capacity of food growing and
animal raising in the individual plots in the valley.
An Odaia has an average size of three hectares and constitutes
itself by having a small house, an area and cabin for animals
(mostly goats or sheep or a cow), an orchard, and area for
growing crop and vegetable, and the remaining grass area to
be used for hay making.
Odaias are used by individual (extended) families, with either
individual members of the whole family spending the summer
on the Odaje.
However refined the Odaias are with their particular ecology
and economy, it was soon clear, that the traditions of using and
reproducing them can’t be split from practices and matters in
the village. They are inseparably linked, and in their development has to also be an extension of everyday life and economy
in the village.

We went with Mircea to the Odaje he is using. It was about an
hour by foot from the last car drop off point in the valley.
The Odaia was exactly as described to us earlier.
A two-room small house with tow beds, one table, a stove, a
mirror and towels. Cooking and washing could be done both
indoors and outside. A roofed veranda fronts the house and
the extra room is used for storage and larder. There is a separate animal barn, an orchard – this time plums which are
used for making Suica, a well, an area for food growing and
plenty of meadow.
Two other Odaias are in direct neighbourhood.
There are hundreds of Odajes organized in such clusters in
the hills around Brezoi. Very few of them are in use anymore,
for a number of reasons. Change of economy, lack of skills
and knowledge, ageing rural population, lack of modern facilities, long and strenuous transport and access, etc.
Why should they be saved?
This question remained in the air throughout the fieldtrip.
Why to rebuild and re-activate something that is almost in
ruins? How to avoid pure preservation and where to implement development and new uses and functions?

The Odaias were always described in connection with the Obstes,
large parts of common mountainous land that is organized collectively. Even though the individual Odaia is a privately owned
plot of land, there is a sense of commonness to them that seems
important.
It might be linked to the fact, that going to someone’s Odaia was
a common activity, and commonly done in the summer season.
Even though they are quite detached from the village, they are
completely interconnected with it, and the way of living together
in the village, also seems transferred to the Odaias. You look
after your land but you help each other out and share.
In our discussions there was a sense, that in order to sustain
and develop the concept of local commons, the Odajes have to
also be thought in regards to their publicness and commonness.
Odaias and and the common land of the Obstes have been sustained for centuries due to the fact that they also served - and
allow to fulfill – very specific needs. Mainly essential needs, like
providing heating and construction material (timber), and additional land to substitute the production in the village in order to
feed a family. They were there to complete self-subsistence.

One of the reasons for the neglect and slow vanish of
commons is the fact that basic needs do not have to be
fulfilled locally anymore, a monetary economy – however
dominant – allows for food and material to be bought from
elsewhere. It doesn’t have to produced in one’s garden or
Odaia.
But since the Odaia relies on food production for its
survival, the question was which current needs might be
strong enough to make the Odaias to be productive again ,
or in other words, how to get local people involved in producing there again. Some of this production needs to continue as “traditional” forms of production, using traditional
skills, tools and methods.
New forms of production should be added.
The directness of things and spaces I described earlier also
applies to the Odaias. Due to a lack of mechanical machinery, the tools, structures and working methods are based
on manual work.
This directness can be an advantage in reproducing them.
The actual reproduction doesn’t require investment in
expensive infrastructure and tools, but mainly in training
skills and passing on knowledge. Any continuation of the
Odaia must secure the transfer of those traditional skills.
They can be applied to working the land as it has been done
traditionally, but they can also be applied to new ideas and
formats.

Mircea’s wish was, that the group develops a “best practice”
Odaia for the empty plot that is right next to the Odaia we
visited. A new and well working Odaia would encourage other
Odaia owners to use theirs again and employ new ideas and
uses. To us - the visitors from outside – the desire to build a
new house this summer seemed less obvious and necessary.
This stems from our general suspicion that buildings can
solve problems, but there was also this idea, that a new
building could block other possibilities. A risk is that all effort
would go into making the building instead of considering and
experimenting with contemporary needs that can make the
Odaia a sustainable social and ecological system.
Our working group decided in the final conclusion session,
that one Odaia should be used as an open field for experiment.
To experiment with different groups and their needs and the
outcomes from such summer -camps/workshops/seminars etc.
, which might be subsistence farming, but could also be experimental ecological gardening, experiments in living together,
the need to recover and recharge, a need to be away from
adults, etc.

The conclusion reflects on the system of the Odaia, with the
village, the path and the Odaje itself as the three key elements.
The village is the point that sets the function for the Odaia - until
now this was complementary subsistence farming, but this could
change. The user group – so far the village - as the only user
group - could also extend, and people from outside could start to
be involved in the Odaia and define with their desires and necessities.
The path is significant, it is the physical connection but also the
obstacle, that makes the reach and workability of the Odaia difficult, but it also gives it the important distance and a sense of
autonomy.
The Odaje itself is the space to be used again, and not just as one
but in clusters, and to also feed
back into the village. With produce for the individual family, with
knowledge and cultural identity for the community and visitors.

We proposed the construction of a public space,
a “veranda palabra” - which has its foundations in the
private plots, but spans across the public path to create
common space.
The construction of this “veranda palabra” is a assemblage
of existing constructions and and typologies:
The raised hay stack.
The timber frame building.
The pergola to grow wine and give shadow.
The bus stop to give shelter.

Its construction can incorporate traditional wood working
and building skills, such as used in the existing buildings and
barns. It can make us of the surrounding woods, left over material from abandoned barns.

The functions are multiple and range from private to common to public.
The structure can be used for stacking the hay from the
private plots in individual hay stacks (private), having a
communal sheltered area for constituting and hosting bigger
groups there (common), and providing a shelter, a stop and
information point for the general public who uses the path
(public).

The “veranda palabra” represents a space in common, and
creates public space for meetings, gatherings, workshops
and events. It can become the central point for knowledge
exchange to sustain and develop the Odaias. This can be the
exchange of traditional skills from Odaia owners to new users, but also a mutual exchange of new skills and knowledge
of all those involved, which could include new ideas of ecology, different social uses, input on alternative energies etc.
This particular Odaia should remain a field for experiment,
to explore some of the new ideas and desires that might give
the Odaia new functions and make it sustainable again.
Especially young people should be encouraged to make the
Odaias work for them again.

The Odaia is linked to the village through different programmes.
The FCDL could be the public reception space for the Odaias, the
first point of arrival, where you get information about the history of Odaia, but also the programme of events and training,
and you get the map and key to an Odaia.
A small “Odaia Shop”could exist permanently or just for public
events. The shop would stock produce from Odaias but also from
the village, and can be linked to the International Village Shop
network.
A shop is a very familiar format, and products and item tell
many stories about their origin.
Specially designed Odaia produce, such as a bottled Odaia drink,
could explain the history and nature of Odaias. The network of
the International Village shop could be used to make connections between different rural groups and skill holders, and also
to tell the story of the Odaias elsewhere. Any profit from the
shop goes into sustaining the Odaia system.

